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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

A heuristic description of the vorticity distributionin transitionaland fully turbulentflow thathas

emerged over the last decade is of a collection of stretched, folded, andpinched vortex tubes [1,2]. As

vortices stretch, the local velocity fields associated with them intensify,and conservation of energy dic-

tates that they must fold so that cancellationcan occur between adjacent patches of countersign vorti-

city. This informal picture has been supportedby experimental observation of tightly curved (hairpin)

vortices in turbulentboundary layers [3] and free shear layers [4]. Moin et al. [5] have simulated the

emergence of a hairpin vortex from a perturbed vortex layer and have shown that a curved vortex

filament can evolve into a vortex ring in the presence of viscosity and mean shear, thus linking experi-

mental observationsof hairpinvortices with observations of vortex rings in the outer regions of a tur-

bulent boundarylayer [3]. Hairpinvortices have been associzted with turbulentbursts [6], and there

has been speculation as to the connection,between hairpin vortices and the formation of singularities

[7,8].

The existence and role of singularities in the Elder equations is an issue that has been subject to

slw._ulation and controversy [ 1,9,10, I1,12]. There is no question that steep gradients exist on small

length scalesl Whether these lead to singular events in which the Euler equations break down (in a

' manner analogous to viscous reguladzation of Burgers' equation in the presence of a shock) remains a

' subject of vigorous debate. The importance of such singularities is obvious; they would dominate the

vorticitydynamicsandplaya criticalroleinthetransferofenergyfromtheinertialtothedissipative

scales. Indeed, the existence of singularities would suggest that the macroscopic effect of dissipation is
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independent of the value of the viscosity, thus providing a heuristic link botween th_ geometry of

singularities and the dynamics of the inertial range. Therefore,the structureof a singularity, the possi-

ble scenarios leading to its formation, the time scale on which it occurs, and the vorticity dynamics in

.' the post-singularity regime are ali issues of significance and concern.

Chorin [1] observed that an inviscid vorticity distribution modeled as a collection of vo_lex tubes

' becomes singular in finite time, and that the Hausdorff dimension of the support of the vorticity col-

lapses to a value of roughly 2.5. Siggia [13] performed further vortex filament calculations, with the

conclusion that counter-sign vortices merge in finite time, becoming antiparallel at their point of closest

approach. This 'has inspired several numerical studies of colliding vortex tubes and fueled speculation

as to the role of vortex reconnection in the turbulent energy cascade [10, 11, 14, 15]. Recently, Bell and
,

Marcus [12] have provided strong numerical evidence that the evolving vorticity field of a transversely

perturbed co-flowing jet becomes singular in finite time, accompanied by the emergence of a Kolmo-

gorov range in the energy spectrum. This paper is a continuation and amplification of that work.

We study the evolution of a transversely perturbed co-flowing jet in a triply periodic box by

means of a second-order projection method for the three-dimensional Euler equations [16,17].

Advection-diffusion equations are solved without enforcing the incompressibility constraint, and the

resulting velocity field is projected onto a divergence-free subs'pace. The method is unique in its treat-

ment of nonlinear advection; it incorporates a second-oraer, upstream-centered differencing procedure

that provides a robust treatment of nonsmooth dam without introducing spurious oscillations, even in the

limit of vanishing viscosity. The flow is visualized by following the evolution of a tracer function ini-

tialized on the surface of the tube. We also carry out a volume rendering of the vorticity field with an

opaciity profile and color map which shows that hairpin vortices abound and that vorticity intensifies

greatly at their tips. We present strong numerical evidence that the vorticity becomes unbounded, and

show that accompanying the onset of the singularity is a decay in the me.an kinetic energy. Following

the onset, a Kolmogorov (k -Sr_)range emerges in the energy spectrum.

, 2. Governing equations and initial data

' 'We solve the three-dimensional Euler equations for incompressible flow in a unit cube with triply

periodic boundary conditions. The initial data (uo,vo,wo) represents a co-flowing jet, or cylindrical

shear layer, subject to a small transverse perturbation in the form of a wide, flat Gaussian bump. Thus,

u0= tanh[ '(p-'72-zz)_i]' l(a)
6
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Vo :0, 1Co)

Wo : ee-_¢_2+y_, l(c)

where -_._x<tA, -tA<y <lA, -_A<z<lA. The values of the numerical parameters p,8,e, and 13are, for the

,' calculations pre_,nted herein, 0.15, 0.0333, 0.05, and 15.0. The tracer functi_m, ¢, satisfies an advection

equation, 0t + u.V0 = 0, and is initialized with a Gaussian profile that peaks at the inflection point of

' the hyperbolic tangent in the, Uo field, i.e. _0 = e-K_"Y_2), where _: = 500., and p is the same as in

Equation l(a).

3. Current Results

Figure 1 (a)-(l) shows volume renderingsof the tracerfield described in the previous section. The

tracer was rendered with an opacity profile that was found, by experiment, to best retain the details of

the evolving flow throughoutthe durationof the calculation. The calculations were carded out on a uni-

form 1283grid.

The first frame is at t=0.8; up until this time, the growth of the perturbationhas been slow and

unspectacular. Patches of strain-inducedsecondary vortieity have begun to form on the top and bottom

of the jet, offset, respectively, to the right and left of the origin (governed by the direction of the mean

flow). These structures intensify as the jet further deforms, acquiringdefinition, interweaving, and wrap-

ping themselves around the primaryjet in a helical manner. The secondary vortices continue to inten-

sify and begin to flatten into ribbon-like structures, themselves exhibiting a tendency towards helical

deformation. By this time, the primaryjet has taken the shape of an inverted "U" at either end,:with

thin ribbon-like parallel walls thickening to tubular structures at the base and tips, rising in the middle

to form a topologically complicated knot of tightly curved vorticity (Figure l(f)). The main features of

the flow at this time are a predominance of hairpin structuresand a tendency towards flattening and hel-

ical deformation of vortex tubes. This tendency towards "sheetification"of vorticity has been observed

• in other numerical simulations [11]. Figure 10a) shows the flow field at the approximate time of onset

of the first singularity (t=l.5). There is a predominance of highly attenuated structures, and regions of

' intense curvature. In the final frames, the main tubular structure reconnects into a series of rough,

staggered rings.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the vorticity field at times 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. In this color map, the yel-

low indicates a high concentration of vorticity. In these renderings, the predominance of hairpin vortices

and the progressive intensification of vorticity at their tips is clearly seen. lt can also be seen that as

some structures intensify, Others diminish in intensity.
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Figures 5 and 6 show the tune evolution of the L" norm of the vorticity and the enstrophy,

respectively, for 323, 643, and 1283grids. The maximum vorticity first peaks at approximately t-'1.5, its

value roughly doubling as the grid retinexnent is double.d, suggesting persuasively that in the limit of

, infinite resolution it would be unbounded. Similarly Figure 5 indicates that this singularity is not L 2-

integrable. However, this first singularity appears to be highly localized. The continued growth in

. enstrophy after the occmronce of the firstL" peak indicates a subsequentbroadening of the singu_rity.

At the highest resolution we observe a second L" peak at roughly t=2.5. This suggests a possible

scenario for transition to turbulence as a cascade of singular events, and lends credence to speculation

regardingthe connection between singularities,turbulent bursts, and hairpinvortices.

The mean kinetic energy is shown in Figure 7 for the different levels of grid resolution. It

remains constant in the early stages of the growth oft he perturbation,then begins to decay as the vor-

tex tube begins to strongly self.interact. The onset of the dec_y is delayed as the grid is refined; the

steeper slope at late time in the high resolution (1283) case can be attributedto the influence of the

second L" peak, which is under.resolved on the coarser grids. The onset of decay in the kinetic energy

appears to be coupled, then, to the onset of the singularity. This suggests an intimate connection

between singularities and energy transfer to the small scales. Dissipation must occur, as adjacent

patches of countersign vorticity merge, the energy is fluxed into increasingly high wave numbers, which "

cannot be represented on a finite lattice. The energy in these modes is then dissipated numerically,

analogous to the physical mechanism of dissipation at the viscous lenglh scales. To analyze the distri-

bution of energy as a .function of wave number we define an integrated energy spectrum

¢I>(K)= f E (_dk where E (_ is the energy at wave number vector k*, which is obtained by an i

I_'I>K

FFF of the velocity field. Thus,

a ,(K)ax:  J.x (2)

isthetraditionalenergyspectrumdefinedastheintegraloftheenergyoversphericalshellsink-space.

The choiceof• torepresentthespectraldataavoidsnumericalartifactsarisingfromusingfinitethick-
4

nessshellstoevaluate(2)on a discretelattice.Figure8 shows_(K) attimes0.62,1.65,and 2,67,

correspondingtobefore,near,andaftertheonsetofthefirstsingularity.We observethegrowthofa

regionin which_(K)= O (K-n),and a steepeningdrop-offathighwave numbers,indicatingthe

emergenceofa Kolmogorov(K-fu3)rangeintheenergyspectrum.
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4. Anticipated results

" The final paper will include comparison with a similar calculation of a transversely perturbed

plane shear layer, comparison with calculations at finite Reynolds number, and determination of the

' fractalpropertiesof the supportof the vorticityas the flow evolves.
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